Tag für Tag

da: TF Stickdesign

Modello: LIBVAU-H3466

Tag für Tag (Day After Day)
In this booklet you will 24 small cross-stitch designs. You can use them for your creations or all together for an original Advent calendar or .. simply to make a gift for a good friend for Christmas.

Note: It is in German, but with clear (and coloured) patterns and well illustrated.

MWI Stickgalerie ©

Price: € 17.00 (incl. VAT)
Winterträume

da: TF Stickdesign

Modello: LIBVAU-LD114-SCHTF02-107

Winterträume
A 12 pages booklet to create beautiful objects for your home with Vaupel Fabrics.
The book is in German, but with clear and easy follow charts and images.

Price: € 10.19 (incl. VAT)
Glückwunsch

da: TF Stickdesign

Modello: LIBVAU-H3483

Glückwunsch (Congratulations)
A book full of ideas to create cross-stitch congratulations cards for any occasion: births, weddings, birthdays, special occasions.
Note: Text in German, but with clear (and coloured) charts that are very well illustrated.
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Price: € 19.00 (incl. VAT)